Within the past ten years it has become evident that genetics has much to contribute to microbiology. An increasing number of publications has appeared in the literature which deal with the genetics of microorganisms. Some of these have been of fundamental importance to our knowledge of biochemistry and physiology. Noteworthy have been contributions made by the use of biochemical mutants to the unravelling of the biosyntheses of vitamins and amino acids. Further, our present day conception of such microbiological problems as drug resistance has been greatly illuminated by the use of the genetic point of view, and the recent enthusiasm about multiple drug therapy can be attributed to discoveries on the genetic aspect of the problem. But as useful as genetics has been to microbiology, the study of microorganisms has reciprocally made contributions to our knowledge of genetics. Not the least of these contributions has been a clarification of our knowledge of the structure of the basic unit of heredity, the gene.
The word "gene" does not refer to a substance, as does the word "sugar ", but it refers to a concept like the atom or the electron. We imagine the gene to be a substance, but our concept of it is only a logical induction from a vast array of observations. This concept has been able to stand innumerable tests and has great predictive value. The gene must be defined, therefore, in an operational way.
The gene was first thought of as a unit of inheritance (Mendel, 1866) . When an organism shows an inheritedd difference in character from another we may assume that this is due to the inheritance of a different responsible hereditary unit. This unit usually must be smaller than a cell because one single cell may have many different units and these usually segregate at sexual reproduction. They do so in such a manner that we are led to believe that many, if not most, of them are located on chromosomes which segregate in precisely the same way. Through crossing-over, different units on a single chromosome may be separated from one another. In general, the closer together two units are, the less frequently they will be separated from one another. A single unit present once in the same position on two homologus chromosomes may or may not be separated during meiosis from other units at different locations ; but it will always be separated from its mate on the homologous chromosome. Such mated pairs that always separate at meiosis are called "alleles " . 1) Lecture before Tokyo Section of the Genetics Society of Japan. 2) On leave from : Department of Zoology, Columbia University, New York, U.S .A.
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This definition of the gene as a unit of transmission depends upon an ability to observe the segregations of alleles in a cross ; alleles always segregate from one another, non-allelic genes sometimes segregate.
The distance between two genes defined in this way is measured in terms of the frequency with which they form recombinants. In practice, recombinants with frequencies as small as 10-5 have been observed (Pontecorvo, 1952 or whether one normal allele is on one chromosome and the other on its homologue.
(tr'ans-arrangement), e. g.: lz1 LZ2 LZ3 ( mutant). LZ 11z2 LZ3
In the former cases the phenotype is normal; in the latter case it is mutant.
Thus, for normal function there must be one set of normal alleles on at least one chromosome.
There is not only a position effect but it is such that a traps-heterozygote for two independently mutable and recombinable genes shows a mutant character. We may ask whether it is possible in this case to be sure that the genetic subunits in this complex form one large functional unit which can operate only when all of its parts are normal. This question is especially difficult to answer in an organism such as
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Drosophila in which the biochemistry intervening between the gene and the eye is not well understood. Perhaps, on the contrary, each LZ unit performs a different function than do the others and these functions are linked in space and time.
The sequence may not pass from one chromosome strand to another because of a special property of substance B (see Lewis, 1951) .
In microorganisms, on the other hand, the intimate functions of mutant genes are sometimes more clearly understood than in higher forms and it might be expected, therefore, that pseudoallelism could be studied more conveniently by using them.
Cases of close linkage between genes with similar functions or concerned with related steps in the same synthesis are not always found in microorganisms, but some have been discovered and analyzed with informative results.
In Neurospora crassa several cases of close linkage of genes with similar function have been investigated. One concerns a specific requirement for nicotinic acid (Q locus of Bonner, 1950 Bonner, , 1951 St. Lawrence, 1955) ; a second, the requirement for tryptophane (td locus of Yanof sky and Bonner, 1955), a third, the requirement for inositol (Giles, 1951; Giles and Partridge, 1953) and a fourth, the requirement for pyridoxine (Mitchell, 1955a and b) . In all of these cases, crosses between' two similar mutants yield a small number of wild types in frequencies that cannot be accounted for by back-mutation. But in every investigated case closely linked marker genes show much more recombination than can be expected by crossing-over so that the occurrence of these wild types cannot be accounted for by the latter mechanism.
Rather, for a number of reasons, it is quite clear that the wild types must be accounted for in some other way. Mitchell has adopted as an explanation a special case of Winkler's conversion theory which has also been invoked by Lindegren (1953 Lindegren ( , 1955 Yet even these may be subdivisible into smaller mutable and recombinable units.
In the T4 bacteriophage of Escherichia coli there are a number of closely linked genes which have the function of allowing phage grown on strain B to multiply normally on strain K after infection. The rII mutants of these genes can be mapped by infecting strain B with equal numbers of two different rII mutants and plating the new phage produced after lysis on strain K. If a recombination has occurred and one of the recombinants contains the two normal alleles, it will lyse the K bacteria and form a plaque. Twice the ratio of plaques on ,K to the count on B measures the frequency of recombinants (the factor 2 takes into account the complementary product of recombination which is not found as a wild type phage). Infection of strain B with phage of a single rII type results in the production of wild type phage only in very low frequencies attributable to back-mutation. A number of rII genes have been located on the phage chromosome (Benzer, 1955) . It is assumed that the genetic material of the phage is in the form of DNA. There is considerable evidence for this but none is critical, especially with regard to the question as to whether the DNA is sufficient to account for the specificity of genetic material, although it is quite certain it is necessary. As Cooper (1954) so happily phrased the situation, the identity of DNA with genetic material is a "voted agreement" and is at least the best working hypothesis for the conduct of experiments. The size of the crossover sub-units has been roughly estimated in the following way (Benzer, 1955) . There are independent reasons to suppose that the DNA of the phage consists of inter-twined strands, each composed of about 2 x 105 nucleotides. From genetic evidence the length of the genetic material in phage seems to be about 2 x 102 c. Morgans. There would be, therefore, 103 nucleotide pairs per c. Morgan. The functional units, segments A and B, are about 4 c. Morgans in length and contain some 4 x 103 nucleotide pairs. The smallest cross-over unit so far discovered was 0 013 c. Morgans in length and would consist of about 13 nucleotides.
It seems likely that further work may reveal even smaller cross-over units. It must be remembered that although recombination might conceivably occur at the level of the phosphate bridge between any two nucleotides, the smallest recombinable unit must have sufficient complexity to be able to mutate into a differentiated allelic state and be duplicated in that condition. These units could be imagined to be as small as one nucleotide in length if a cross-over unit could be mutant by containing an abnormal nitrogen or sugar.
The functional unit demands even more complexity than could be provided for its specificity by a single and functionally independent nucleotide ; otherwise nucleotides could function as genes. Perhaps even 13 nucleotides are not enough for the required specificity (a genotype may contain from 103 to 104 different genes, and there are only four nucleotides in phage DNA), and hypothesis 2 should be rejected on present evidence as the explanation of pseudoallelism in segments A and B. Then the functional unit would be composed of smaller units of mutation and recombination.
Benzer (1955) suggests that if the function of a segment is, for example, the specification of a sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide chain, then the specification of each individual amino acid could be considered a unitary f unction. But this functional unit concept is different from the one being discussed which considers as the unit the smallest segment of a chromosome which must remain intact in order that the normal polypeptide be formed.
If the segments A and B functioned in specifying amino acid configuration, or the nucleotides in an RNA product, then the evidence from trans-associations requires that the functional unit consists of about 4 x 103 nucleotides.
A different, but in some ways even more enlightening analysis of the functional unit, has been made in Salmonella typhimurium by the use of transducing phage (Dernerec et al., 1955) . Such phage are able to transfer genetic material to a recipient where it is somehow inserted into the host genotype. A large number of mutants concerned with certain biochemical reactions were obtained ; among these, 50 required cystine, 35 histidine, 39 methionine, 22 proline, 35 serine, 10 tryptophane, 13 adenine.
12 adenine and thiamine, and 46 were unable to ferment galactose These mugs could be transduced to prototrophy at a certain frequency when infected by phage grown previously on wild type Salmonella. Within any group of mutants individual members could be transduced by phage grown on another member, but always at lower frequencies than when the phage were grown on wild type. Since the transduction to prototrophy is presumably by recombination between host and donor gene- Once again, the functional units are linked in the same order as the reaction steps with which they are concerned, and yet each unit is further subdivisible by muta- B, C and D could be explained by hypothesis 2 ; as a matter of fact, the latter linkage must be explained in this way unless we adopt a notion of position effect brought about by some energetic interaction along the polynucleotide strand that contains these loci.
The discovery that in Salmonella loci concerned with sequential. steps in a biosynthesis are arranged in that order on the chromosome came as a surprise because such linkages are not found in other organisms such as Aspergillus (Pontecorvo, 1953) and Neurospora (Barrett et al., 1954) . This discrepancy may be understood if •we consider certain basic structural differences between bacteria and higher organisms.
Bacteria possess, as carriers of genetic material, bodies composed of DNA (Witkin, 1951, Ryan and Wainwright, 1954) , but the ratio of "nucleus" to cytoplasm is large compared to that in fungi, plants and animals. In the latter organisms there is reason to believe that many biosyntheses take place in the cytopasm under the influence of cytoplasmic particles where an organization similar to that found on the Salmonella 
